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ERRATUM 
RICHARD M. HAN: Iterated integrals, intersection theory and link groups. Topolog_~ 24 
(198j), 45-66. 
The editors are very sorry that the author’s corrections to the proofs of this article were 
mislaid, and that an uncorrected version was printed containing very many misprints. The 
most serious of these are as follows. 
p. 46, /. 18: g should be Q. 
p. 47, !. 4: there is a dr missing after J(r): the line should read 
. . Ej~(C-Uj)dt:=fj(t)dt. 
t. 7: all brackets should be curly. 
(. 19: “(‘1 should be wi. 
p. 48, (. 10: should read 
T: RoA4 -+ R[Xi. x2; 
p. 49, L. 4: should read “. . . disk a: D + .S3 by (al . . .“. 
p. 52, Fig. 8: a,, is not shaded. It is the imbedded rectangle bounded by la, I A la, I and 
one arc of each of ?a, and ?a,. 
p. 56, 1. 18 & 20: each 0 should be lower case. 
p. 57, t. 27: L,*g should be L,i.3 
p. 59, 6. 10: should read ‘.. . . .d’ = 0 when .“. 
p. 59, throughout: L should have been printed as L. In otherwords. IL and L have the same 
meaning. 
p. 59, e. 18 to bottom ofpage: every direct sum sign @should be a tensor product sign 0. 
The same applies to p. 60, lines 1 through 10 and p. 60, (. (- j). 
p. 61, d. 22: the integrand should be 
_I 
&?-(,, 8, z) dr. 
/. 23: as in line 22, the interior multiplication symbol-l was printed as I. 
586 ERRATUM 
p. 61, Proposition 7: this should read 
(i) d< is supported in i\;,(SI). 
p. 63, L. 13, 158~ 17: each S should be lower case, s. 
p. 66, e. 8: should read 
(F*G)/r;., = (F/r:)* (c/r;yr~. 
In addition, Tim Cochran kindly pointed out to me that in examples l”, 2” and 3” 
(pp. S-57), the presentation I gave for rri (S3 - L)/F’ does not follow from Theorem 3 
without more work. (In fact, I do not know if these assertions are true.) One should replace the 
statement in example 1” by 
n,(S3-L)/rS~ ( x~,x~:[x~,x~x;~~~] ) /rs for all s 
and make the corresponding changes in examples 2”and 3”. I would like to thank Cochran for 
bringing this to my attention. 
